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STUDY 12.0 ICE JAM FLOODING ON THE LOUP RIVER 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The Project is located in Nance and Platte counties, where water is diverted from the 
Loup River and routed through the 35-mile-long Loup Power Canal, which empties 
into the Platte River near Columbus.  The Project includes various hydraulic 
structures, two powerhouses, and two regulating reservoirs.  The portion of the Loup 
River from the Diversion Weir to the confluence with the Platte River is called the 
Loup River bypass reach. 
At the point of diversion, a low weir across the Loup River creates sufficient head to 
divert a variable portion of river flow (not to exceed 3,500 cfs) through an Intake Gate 
Structure.  The diverted water is then routed through the Loup Power Canal, which 
empties into the Platte River just downstream of the Loup River confluence at 
Columbus.  The portion of Loup River flow that is not diverted into the Loup Power 
Canal passes over the Diversion Weir or through the adjacent Sluice Gate Structure 
and continues downstream.  According to long-term gage records, approximately 
69 percent of the total Loup River flow is diverted into the Loup Power Canal for 
Project purposes on an annual basis.   
Project operations in winter include special procedures to deal with cold temperatures 
and ice conditions.  Frazil ice, also known as slush ice because of its appearance, is 
formed only in turbulent supercooled water.  According to the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers (USACE), frazil ice is most often seen in early to mid-winter and can 
accumulate to form an ice cover or an ice jam (USACE, July 1994).  When frazil ice 
is observed in the river at the Diversion Weir, District operating procedures require 
gate operators to close the intake gates and cease admitting water to the canal.  When 
conditions change and frazil ice is no longer observed near the Diversion Weir, the 
operators open the intake gates and resume diversion of water into the canal. 
Historical records show that severe ice jams have occurred in the lower Loup River 
and the lower Platte River with some regularity since long before District 
hydroelectric operations began in the late 1930s.  In March 1993, a combination of ice 
jams and rapid snowmelt resulted in severe flooding in the lower Platte River basin.  
The two areas most impacted were the south side of the Loup River in Columbus and 
the area immediately downstream of the Elkhorn River and Platte River confluence 
near Ashland, Nebraska.  Over 74,000 acres were flooded, and damages exceeded 
$25 million (USACE, January 1996).  This wide-spread and devastating event 
prompted two related studies by USACE on ice jam formation and resultant flooding 
in the lower Platte River basin.  The two USACE reports are titled “Lower Platte 
River Ice Jam Flooding” (July 1994) and “Ice Jam Flooding and Mitigation: Lower 
Platte River Basin, Nebraska” (January 1996).   
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The USACE reports do not identify any responsible parties, structures, or events 
related to the ice jam formation or resultant flooding.  The USACE reports do 
mention that some local citizens expressed the opinion that water level fluctuations 
caused by Project operations may exacerbate ice jam formation and flood impacts in 
the Loup River bypass reach.  The reports explain that there was insufficient 
information available at the time to perform a quantitative analysis on the potential 
impacts of Project operations on ice jam formation.  It was recommended that an ice 
reporting program be initiated under the Nebraska Natural Resources Commission, 
now the Nebraska Department of Natural Resources (NDNR).  Both reports 
concluded with a statement that “A recommended future study would be to evaluate 
the effect, if any, that Project operations have on ice conditions downstream” 
(USACE, July 1994 and January 1996).  Subsequently, NDNR initiated the Nebraska 
Ice Reporting program and has gathered ice data at various stations from 1994 to the 
present.   

2. GOALS AND OBJECTIVES OF STUDY 
The goal of the study of ice jam flooding on the Loup River is to evaluate the impact 
of Project operations on ice jam flooding on the Loup and Platte rivers between 
Fullerton, Nebraska, and North Bend, Nebraska.  The study will also develop an ice 
jam and/or breakup predictive model (limited to examination of Project effects), as 
well as identify operational or structural measures to mitigate or minimize Project 
effects on ice jam formation and subsequent flooding, if it is demonstrated that 
operation of the Project materially impacts ice jam formation on the Loup and Platte 
rivers.  
The objectives of the study of ice jam flooding on the Loup River are as follows: 

1. To evaluate the effect of Project operations on hydrology, sediment 
transport, and channel hydraulics on ice processes in the Loup and lower 
Platte rivers 

2. To develop an ice jam and/or breakup predictive model to evaluate Project 
effects 

3. To identify structural and nonstructural methods for the prevention and 
mitigation of ice jams, should it be demonstrated that operation of the 
Project materially impacts ice jam formation on the Loup and Platte Rivers.   

3. STUDY AREA 
The study area includes the Loup River from Fullerton (approximately 7 miles 
upstream of the Loup Power Canal Headworks) to the confluence with the Platte 
River (the Loup River bypass reach), the Platte River from just upstream of the 
confluence of the Loup and Platte rivers to North Bend, and the Loup Power Canal 
from the Headworks to the Tailrace Canal confluence with the Platte River below the 
Loup-Platte confluence.    
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4. METHODOLOGY 
Several methods were employed to determine if the operation of the Loup Power 
Canal contributes materially to the formation of ice jams along the study reach.  These 
methods included a review of flood history, a statistical overview of meteorologic 
data, and hydraulic modeling of the study area. 

4.1 History of Flooding 
A review of all available records was conducted to determine when significant flood 
events occurred along the study reach.  The flood history was heavily influenced by 
Nance County Journal articles.  These accounts are some of the only records of floods 
before the 1930’s.  Following are brief descriptions of some of the most notable 
floods along the study reach. 

4.1.1 Significant Floods in Lower Loup Basin 

Flood of 1848 or 1849 
Ice jam flooding occurred in either early March 1848 or March 1849.  According to 
pioneer accounts, the Platte and Loup valleys flooded from bluff to bluff.  The flood 
inundated nearly all present day Columbus.  An entire tribe of Pawnee Indians 
supposedly perished in the flood between present day Fullerton and Spaulding.  
Floodwaters killed many wild animals that were swept downstream into the Missouri 
River (Nance County Journal, 1923). 

Flood March 1881 
Multiple deaths caused by ice jam flooding occurred on March 19th.  Many rural 
residents escaped floodwaters by spending days stuck in tall trees.  Railroad tracks 
suffered heavy damages.  Flood damages in Columbus reached 11th St.  Multiple 
homes in Columbus were destroyed.  80% of the Loup River Bridge was destroyed.  
Large herds of livestock were lost in the floodwaters (Andreas, 1882; Nance County 
Journal, 1923). 

Flood May 1904 
Spaulding, NE, along the Cedar River, received 7” of rain.  Cedar Rapids rainfall 
exceeded 4”.  Many tributary bridges were destroyed.  The Cedar River inundated 
much of Fullerton, NE.  Fullerton’s stockyards and grain elevator were flooded.  
Railroad tracks were washed out near Fullerton Nance County Journal, 1904).  
Newspaper articles made no mention of flooding on the Loup River.   

Flood of February 1905 
Picture shows the destruction of the Loup River Bridge, which was destroyed during 
an ice jam flood.  The photo shows the water has receded, but large ice pads over 20” 
thick are scattered around the remains of the bridge.   
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Flood of February 1907 
Stages rose more than 5 feet per hour as a result of ice jam flooding on February 13th.  
Four Columbus locals drowned trying to escape the floodwaters.  Most of southern 
Columbus was underwater, including the stockyards and railroad.  Areas along Shell 
Creek and the Platte River were also flooded (USACE, 2010).  

Flood of March 1910 
An ice jam formed upstream of the Union Pacific Railroad bridge, damaging both 
Union Pacific and Burlington lines.  Many Columbus streets were buried in a foot of 
mud.  The Platte River Wagon Bridge was swept away by ice flows, according to 
photos. 

Flood of March 1912 
On March 29th, collapse of bridge due to ice flow causes flooding along Loup River.  
A Railroad Bridge was swept away.  Some Columbus streets were covered in a foot of 
mud.  Pawnee Park was also flooded (Nance County Journal, 1923). 

Flood June 1923   
Heavy rainfall caused severe flooding in most of the Loup River Basin.  Extensive 
agricultural damage sustained on Loup River and Cedar River, Beaver Creek, 
Looking Glass Creek and Lost Creek.  Columbus was flooded to 6th Street.  Railroad 
tracks between Genoa and Fullerton were severely damaged including some bridges.  
This flood was supposedly the worst flood ever seen, to that point in time.  The Loup 
Basin experienced 1 million dollars in flood damages, according to a local newspaper 
(Nance County Journal, 1923).   

Flood of April 26, 1935 
A 7” rain fell near Columbus causing extensive flooding.  18” of floodwater stood in 
the southwest section of Columbus. US Highway 30-81 was inundated along with 
Pawnee Park.  Stream flows peaked at 41,500 cfs and stages crested at 9.5 ft.   No 
damage estimates are available (USACE, 1967). 

Flood of March 1936 
Ice jam flooding on the Cedar River washed out the east-west road near the Union 
Pacific depot in Fullerton, NE.  The flood created a 450 feet wide by 20 feet deep 
gully through the east west road.  Many families were forced to evacuate as homes 
along the Loup River and Cedar River were flooded.  The Fullerton golf course and 
numerous farmland acres were inundated (Nance County Journal, 1936).  No other 
documentation of Loup River flooding. 
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Flood of February 1941 
One inch of rain over the Cedar River Basin compounded ice jam flooding along the 
Loup and Cedar Rivers.   The ice jam was approximately ¾ miles long.  Many roads 
were closed and the KND Highway was washed out.  A sink hole at the Fullerton 
Stock Yards swallowed a rail car as it grew to cover over ½ acre.  The Union Pacific 
depot at Belgrade was also flooded (Nance County Journal, 1941). 

Flood of June 23, 1947 
Large portions of the Loup Basin received 6” of rain on June 21st and 22nd.  Localized 
areas accumulated over 8”.  Flooding peaked in Columbus on June 23rd.  112 city 
blocks comprised of 500 residences were inundated.  Commercial businesses, the 
railroad switchyard, Pawnee Park, Wagner Lake and the golf course were also 
flooded.  Evacuations of over 900 families were made.  Stream flows peaked at 
85,000 cfs and stages crested at 12.0 ft.  Damages were estimated at $388,000 
(USACE, 1967). 

Floods of February 1948 
Ice jams on the Loup River caused two separate floods in Columbus.  The first ice 
jam formed downstream of U.S. Highway 30-81 bridge between February 14th – 21st.  
No damages were estimated.  Another ice jam formed at the same location on 
February 28th.  The southwest section of Columbus was inundated.  Damages were 
estimated as $72,000 (USACE, 1967).  It is unknown if the first jam remained in 
place or not, which would have contributed to the second period of flooding. 

Flood of March 1960 
Snowmelt runoff caused flooding from the Loup confluence to Columbus from March 
22nd-26th.  The flood was responsible for one death in Columbus.  The peak discharge 
was 52,000 cfs and stages crested at 10.5 ft.  Damages were estimated as $236,000 
(USACE, 1967).  

Flood of August 1966 
A large storm system produced over six inches of rainfall in much of the Loup River 
Basin.  Sixteen inches of rain fell at the storm’s center near Walbach, NE.  Flooding 
occurred throughout the Loup River Basin from Aug 12th – 14th.  The southwest 
portion of Columbus experienced severe flooding.  634 houses and 24 businesses 
were inundated.   The Union Pacific Railroad tracks, Pawnee Park, the golf course 
and Wagner Lake were also flooded.  1,000 Columbus families were evacuated.  
Damages were estimated at $1,435,000 (USACE, 1967).  The Loup River at 
Columbus estimated peak discharge was 119,000 cfs, but this flow is suspect, since 
the Platte River at North Bend downstream peaked at only 72,500 cfs on the same day 
(USACE, 1994). 
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Flood of March 1969  
An ice jam formed ½ mile downstream of Highway 30-81 Bridge at Columbus in the 
evening of March 17th.  At its largest, the jam extended ½ mile east and west of the 
Highway 30-81 Bridge.  The jam was successfully blasted out on March 21st.  
Damages included some commercial businesses flooded and road washouts.  Multiple 
rural homes were also flooded.   Before 1993, the March 1969 flood was the highest 
recorded ice affected stage at Columbus (USACE, 1994). 

Flood of February 1971   
A 3-5 mile long ice jam formed at Genoa as a result of ice break up and a storm event, 
according to the Nebraska Civil Defense.   The jam was in place from February 20th 
through 24th, or longer.  Little flood information is known about this event.  Areas 
southeast of Columbus were inundated (USACE, 1994).   

Flood of March 7, 1993  
The ice jam formed on March 7th, upstream of the Highway 30-81 Bridge at 
Columbus.  Highway 30-81 was closed as both approaches to the bridge were 
inundated.  Flood issues extended into Nance County affecting Fullerton, NE.    The 
ice jam produced a stage at Columbus that was equivalent to an open water flow of 
200,000 cfs.  High water mark surveys showed stages reach elevation 1449.31 ft- msl 
(nearly 9 feet above flood stage).  Some residents claimed the floodwaters were 4-5 
feet higher than the levels of the Flood of August 1966, the highest open-water stage 
recorded.  Many residents consider the Ice Jam of 1993 the worst flood of his or her 
lifetime (USACE, 1994). 

4.1.2 Other Ice Related Floods 
The documented events listed below are other ice related incidences.  The information 
in this section was found in CRREL’s ice jam database (USACE, 2010).   
The table below shows the backwater affected stages due to ice on the Loup River at 
Columbus.  For comparison, flood stage at Columbus is 11 feet.  Available 
information about an event is also documented in this section; any event without 
further information is described as backwater from ice. 
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Table 4-1.  Backwater Affected Stages - Loup River at Columbus 

Date Stage, ft Date Stage, ft 

24 Dec 2007 N/A 11 Jan 1975 7.46 

6 Dec 2006 N/A 10 Jan 1974 6.7 

14 Dec 2003 N/A 20 Jan 1973 7.4 

5 Mar 2003 N/A 3 Jan 1970 8.0 

29 Nov 1993 N/A 15 Feb 1966 N/A 

14 Mar 1979 N/A 16 Feb 1963 6.04 

15 Mar 1978 8.87 17 Feb 1961 6.38 

24 Feb 1977 6.36 5 Mar 1959 6.18 

3 Jan 1976 8.58 26 Feb 1958 7.53 

 

December 2007   
Minor ice jam overflows were reported on the Loup River near Columbus NE, by the 
National Weather Service, Omaha/Valley NE, in a Hydrologic Statement released 
518pm CST, Mon 24 Dec 2007.  The jam stretched from its confluence with the Platte 
River to near the highway 81 bridge. 

December 2006   
At 435PM CST on Wednesday, December 6, 2006, the National Weather Service 
issued a flood advisory for the Loup River near Columbus.  Platte County Emergency 
Management reported an ice jam on the Loup River from about 2 miles east of 
Columbus to about 2 miles west of the city.  The upstream end of the jam was about 1 
mile west of the Highway 81/30 bridge near the Black Bridge (railroad bridge).  The 
jam had caused water levels to rise about 2 feet that afternoon.  On Thursday, 
December 7, at 402 AM there was no report of any change in the situation. Flooding 
was taking place in low-lying areas.  It was thought that additional releases of water 
into the river might help clear up the jam.  Platte County Emergency Managment 
observed ice levels rising near the railroad bridge at 1111 AM CST.  At 949 PM, the 
NWS reported that water levels were increasing due to water NOT being diverted into 
the Loup River Power Canal (upstream from the jam), thus increasing flows and 
potentially melting the ice.  Temperatures were expected to rise into the 50's on 
Saturday but stay in the 20's overnight.  At 1147 PM Friday evening, the ice was 
reported to have backed up to a point about 4 miles upstream from Black Bridge.  
Platte County Emergency Management officials reported that water levels had risen 
significantly and water was flowing under the jam with an open channel near the 
wastewater treatment plant.  The gage upstream at Genoa was steady and Loup Power 
was to continue allowing flow to remain in the Loup River, hopefully to assist with 
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meltout as temperatures were going to rise.  At 1159 AM Saturday 9 December 2006, 
the NWS reported that Platte County Emergency Management officials found 
conditions unchanged, with a large amount of ice in the channel; however, water was 
flowing beneath the jam to open water on the Platte River.  No flooding was occurring 
at that time. 

December 2003   
The NWS reported on 14 December 2003 that an ice jam on the Loup River near 
Columbus, NE continued to cause lowland flooding between the Loup and Platte 
rivers.  Ditches were reported to be water filled near the intersection of highways 30 
and 81 just south of Columbus.  On 18 Dec the NWS reported that the jam continued 
past the railroad bridge and had seen some breakup action at the tail race.  Ice chunk 
movement was noted on the Platte. 

March 2003   
The NWS reported at 635 PM that an ice jam was reported early Wednesday evening 
on the Loup River southeast of Columbus near the area where the Loup merges with 
the Platte River.  This ice jam was causing some minor lowland flooding.  Some 
cabins in the area may have been affected.  At 805 PM the NWS reported that the ice 
jam on the Loup River appeared to be growing in size.  The jam extended from near 
13th Avenue downstream to the mouth of the Loup.  The NWS reported on March 6 
that the ice jam on the Loup River was still in place but did not appear to be solid.  
There were some areas of open water.  Ice in the river extended from about ½-mile 
east of the inlet of the Loup Power Canal upstream to about 1 mile west of the 
Highway 81 Bridge southwest of  Columbus.  No flooding was occurring at 4 PM 
Thursday but some very minor overflows near the inlets to some small creeks. 

November 1993   
The jam lasted from 11/29/93 to 12/05/93.  The toe of the jam was near the old 
Burlington Northern Railroad Bridge on the Platte River, with the length of jam more 
than 4 miles expanding up the Loup River.  Damages were minimal - water was 
observed flowing through the golf course and pasture land. 

March 1979   
On March 14, 1979, an ice jam formed upstream from the Union Pacific Railroad 
bridge.  This jam extended about one-half mile above the bridge and caused lowland 
flooding.  The jam eventually failed and moved downstream, rejamming downstream 
from the Highway 81 Bridge.  Backwater from the jam reached bank level at the 
bridge before the jam failed on March 15, 1979. 
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February 1966   
An additional ice jam was reported in Nebraska Civil Defense records on February 
15, 1966 (memorandum of aerial reconnaissance, William J. Clark, February 16, 
1966).  This ice jam, located in the Wagner Lake-Sand Pit area west of Columbus 
(upstream from the gage), caused overbank flooding.  No other more specific 
information regarding jam formation or extent was given. 
The following table shows the backwater affected stages due to ice on the Loup River 
at Genoa.  Available information about an event is also documented in this section. 

Table 4-2.  Peak Backwater Affected Stages - Loup River at Genoa 

Date Stage, ft Date Stage, ft 

9 March 2010 13.82 15 March 1979 10.87 

10 February 2009 9.5 18 March 1978 12.12 

23 Jan 2005 8.15 23 February 1977 10.2 

28 February 2004 9.49 9 February 1976 8.79 

12 March 2001 9.7 3 March 1975 8.36 

17 Jan 1997 9.7 15 February 1974 9.12 

26 February 1996 11.7 21 Jan 1973 8.36 

10 March 1993 9.4 28 February 1972 9.21 

10 March 1989 9.4 19 February 1971 10.37 

24 February 1988 8.99 23 February 1970 8.59 

27 Jan 1986 10.14 19 March 1969 10.80 

27 February 1985 9.43 1 Apr 1965 10.33 

17 February 1983 9.35 18 Dec 1963 7.83 

21 February 1982 12.35 16 February 1962 10.00 

30 Dec 1981 11.83 16 March 1948 7.61 

18 Jan 1980 10.79 12 March 1929 7.31 

 

Less is known about Genoa peak stages and their temporal relationship to ice jams 
before 1962.  But of the 22 years of record between 1929 and 1962, 10 of the 22 peak 
stages were affected by backwater in some way; it is likely that these are also ice-
affected, but it is not documented as such.  It is also possible that additional years had 
peak stages affected by backwater, but were not annotated as such. 
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March 2010   
Flooding was caused by river ice breakup.  Temperatures increased in early March 
and were accompanied by rain and snowmelt runoff.  The Loup River at Genoa gage 
recorded a stage of 13.82 ft.   The record stage is 13.93 ft.  Water was seen flowing 
over Highway 39 south of Genoa as result of the ice jam.   

February 2009   
An ice jam formed, causing minor flooding 3-4 miles upstream of the Highway 39 
Bridge near Genoa.   

February 2007   
There was widespread flooding on the Loup River and neighboring tributaries.  Ice 
problems were mentioned but no direct mention of an ice jam.  A family living within 
1/8 mile of Loup River was forced to evacuate as water encroached their backyard.   

March 2004   
The yearly maximum stage and discharge was caused by ice-affected backwater.  A 
discharge of 9,000 cfs on March 1st and a stage of 9.49 ft on February 28th at the 
Genoa gage were recorded.   

March 2001   
Stages reached 9.7 ft at the Genoa gage and 11-12 ft near the Highway 39 bridge as a 
result of ice movement.  Moderate flooding reported.   

February 1997   
An ice bridge formed between the Loup Power Canal Headworks and Highway 39 
Bridge in mid-January.  The bridge then froze in place.  Stages reached 9.7 ft at 
Genoa.  Up to 5,000 cfs were diverted through the Loup Power Canal Headworks 
during the peak.   

February 1996   
An ice jam formed downstream of the Highway 39 bridge.  The jam was four miles 
long.   

February 1995   
An ice jam caused lowland flooding near the Highway 39 Bridge near Genoa.     

Jan 1994   
An ice jam produced minor Loup River flooding downstream of Genoa. 
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February 1982   
A one mile long ice jam formed, causing lowland flooding.  Stages reached 12.35 ft at 
the Loup River at Genoa gage.   
Other rivers in Nebraska are susceptible to ice jam flooding.  The following table 
shows some major ice jam flooding on other Nebraska rivers.  Please note this list 
contains only major events of the past 50 years. 

Table 4-3.  Notable Nebraska Ice Jam Flooding 

Date City, River 

3/2010 West Point, Elkhorn 

3/2009 North Bend, Platte 

2/2007 West Point/Waterloo, Elkhorn 

3/2001 Ashland, Platte 

3/1994 West Point, Elkhorn 

3/1993 Ashland, Platte 

2/1982 Norfolk, Elkhorn 

2/1982 North Bend/Louisville, Platte 

3/1978 West Point, Elkhorn 

3/1978 North Bend, Platte 

3/1978 Fremont/Valley, Platte 

3/1971 Ashland, Platte 

3/1960 West Point, Elkhorn 

3/1960 Grand Island, Platte 

 

4.2 Compilation of Meteorologic Data 
Applicable meteorological information near the study area was used.  Meteorological 
data was collected from NOAA’s National Climactic Data Center.  Data from the 
following sites was included: 

• Columbus 3NE, NE (POR 1894-2010) 

• Genoa 2W, NE (POR 1893-2010) 

• St. Paul 4N, NE (POR 1900-2009) 

• Madison, NE (POR 1895-1994) 

• David City, NE (POR 1897-2010) 
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Columbus and Genoa were used as primary stations because they are within the study 
area.  Both weather stations are at similar latitude, providing valid data comparison.  
Columbus and Genoa also have the same number of complete water year 
observations.  St. Paul is a secondary station for this study; St. Paul is south of Genoa 
and Columbus and St. Paul’s period of record extends back only to Water Year 1900.  
The other two stations were primarily used to extend the other stations’ record of 
missing values. 
Temperature, snowfall, snow depth and precipitation were collected for each station.  
Temperature data provided daily maximum and minimum, although a fair number of 
data were missing at each station.  In order to have a complete period of record with 
no missing temperature data, multiple regression equations were developed relating 
each stations high and low temperatures with all possible combinations of the other 4 
stations to synthesize missing records in the data, depending on how many stations 
had a valid temperature measurement on the same date. 
One measure of a winter’s severity can be computed via accumulated freezing degree 
days (AFDD).  Freezing degree days are calculated using the following equation: 

aveFDD = (32 - T )  

where: FDD = Freezing Degree Day 
 Tave   = Average Daily Air Temperature, °F 

An average daily temperature below freezing produces a positive FDD value, while 
an average daily temperature above freezing produces a negative FDD value.  FDD 
are cumulatively summed throughout the winter, providing accumulated freezing 
degree days (AFDD).  AFDD has a lower limit of zero.  AFDD accumulates with 
freezing temperatures through the winter once daily average air temperatures 
consistently stay below freezing.  AFDD decreases as warmer temperatures arrive, 
and eventually reach zero in the spring.  

4.2.1 Ice Thickness Computations 
Ice thickness measurements, with corresponding AFDD, can be used in the modified 
Stefan equation (see Section 4.2.4) to estimate historical ice thickness.  Ice thickness 
measurements are intermittently collected by the USGS.  The USGS provided ice 
thickness measurements taken during the last 60 years at the following sites: 

• North Loup River at St. Paul, NE  

• Middle Loup River at St. Paul, NE 

• Loup River at Genoa, NE 

• Loup River at Columbus, NE 
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Thirty ice measurements from these four sites were used in the analysis.  Most 
measurements were taken at Columbus or Genoa.  Most measurements were taken 
during years with high peak AFDD. 

4.2.2 Statistical Analysis of AFDD 
Statistical analyses were performed on the AFDD data from Genoa, Columbus and St. 
Paul.  The probabilities of reaching different AFDD values were found.  The 
following analyses were performed: 

• AFDD Required to Initially Impact Power Canal operations 

• AFDD Required to Form Intact Ice Cover in Bypass Reach 

• Peak AFDD Histogram  

• Peak AFDD Frequency Analysis 

• Monthly Change in AFDD Frequency Analysis 
o Processed the change in AFDD during January, February and from 

February 28/29 to that year’s peak AFDD (in years when AFDD 
peaks March 1 or later) 

• AFDD-21 Frequency Analysis 
o Examined the change in AFDD during the 21 days leading up to 

peak AFDD (hereafter referred to as AFDD-21) 

• AFDD+7 Frequency Analysis 
o Studied the change in AFDD during the 7 days following peak 

AFDD (hereafter referred to as AFDD+7) 

• Relationship between peak AFDD and Loup River discharge increases 
All statistical analyses are available in Attachment A.  Documented ice jams in 1881 
and 1848/1849 could not be included in statistical analyses due to a lack of 
meteorological information.   

4.2.3 Temporal Trends in AFDD 
AFDD trend analyses were performed to see if AFDD data has changed over time.  
The following AFDD trend analyses were completed for Genoa, Columbus and St. 
Paul:  

• Peak AFDD Trend Analysis  

• Monthly Change in AFDD Trend Analysis 
o Processed monthly AFDD change in January, February and from 

February 28/29 to that year’s peak AFDD over time 
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• Peak AFDD Averages over Time 
o Analyzed the changes in average during each of the following 

durations  
 30 year average 
 10 year average 
 5 year average 

• AFDD-21 Trend Analysis 
o Examined the change in AFDD during 21 days leading up to peak 

AFDD over time 

• AFDD+7Trend Analysis 
o Studied the change in AFDD during the 7 days after peak AFDD 

over time 

• Julian Date of AFDDmax 
o Studied the change and variability in date of AFDDmax over time 

Thirty year peak AFDD averages were analyzed for each site.  Columbus and Genoa 
have three completed thirty year periods and the majority of the fourth.  For 
consistency, St. Paul data was analyzed from over the same thirty year periods used 
for Columbus and Genoa.  This ignored years 1900-1923 of the St. Paul record.   
All trend analyses are available in Attachment B.  Documented ice jams in 1881 and 
1848/1849 could not be included in analyses due to a lack of meteorological 
information. 

4.2.4 Estimate Ice Thickness for Historic Ice Jams 
Ice growth is inversely proportional to temperature.  Ice continues to grow as the 
atmosphere removes energy from the ice.  Ice growth, or ice thickness, can be 
difficult to predict due to conditions like snow cover, tree and bank shelter and wind 
pitch.  The modified Stefan equation estimates ice thickness with only two easily 
accessible variables.  According to “Engineering and Design:  Ice Engineering 
Manual 1110-2-1612”, the modified Stefan equation makes the following 
assumptions: 

• Ice is a homogeneous, horizon layer 

• The ice is growing only at its horizontal interface with the water 

• The thermal conditions in the ice are quasi-steady 

• The heat flux from the water is negligible 

• The heat fluxes are in the vertical direction only 
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• The heat loss rate from the ice surface to the atmosphere is  a linear 
function of the temperature difference between the ice surface and the air 

t = C  AFDD×  
where: t = ice thickness, in 

 AFDD = Accumulated Freezing Degree Days, °F  
 C = Empirical Coefficient 

C can be calculated with the modified Stefan equation using measured ice thicknesses 
and corresponding AFDD.  Generalized C values are shown in the table below.   

Table 4-4.  Typical C Values for modified Stefan Equation 

Ice cover condition C 

Windy lake w/o snow 0.8 

Average lake w/ snow 0.5-0.7 

Average river w/ snow 0.4-0.5 

Sheltered small river 0.2-0.4 

 

The modified Stefan equation was then used to calculate ice thicknesses using peak 
AFDD data.  This method gives little weight to snow cover, wind effects and other ice 
thickness factors.  While the modified Stefan equation can provide accurate ice 
thickness estimates under ideal conditions, other conditions can cause the ice 
thickness estimates to deviate from the true value.    
Ice thickness was measured sporadically by the USGS from 1948-2010.  Thirty 
measurements were used from this time period.  Ice thickness computations are 
shown in Attachment C.   

4.2.5 Relationship Between Snow Cover and/or Rain and Ice Jams 
Snow depth and snow accumulation data from Columbus and Genoa was analyzed.  
Snow accumulation refers to the yearly total snow accumulated.  Snow depth refers to 
the measured depth of snow at any time during the year.  A frequency analysis of 
yearly snow accumulation was performed.  During snow depth analysis, Genoa data 
was used when Columbus data was not reported and vice versa.  Snow depth 
measurements were consistently recorded from the 1970 to present.  Earlier years 
have sporadic snow depth measurements that are not useful in snow depth analysis. 
To analyze the temporal relationship of snow cover and temperatures, daily mean 
temperatures were plotted with snow depths.  This plot shows cold periods and 
corresponding snow depths during those periods.  If the ice has a deep snow cover 
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through the coldest parts of winter, the ice will not likely be as thick and strong as the 
ice cover from a cold, snowless winter.   
Snow accumulations during AFDD-21 and AFDD+7 periods were studied, searching 
for a relationship between snow accumulation near the peak AFDD.  Only years with 
documented ice jams were analyzed. 
Documented flood years will be evaluated to see if any rainstorms were present near 
breakup and if those storms affected ice jamming. 

4.3 HEC-RAS Modeling 
An HEC-RAS model was constructed to model flow conditions on the Loup River 
under ice-affected conditions utilizing surveyed cross-sections, an existing hydraulic 
model and a digital elevation model (DEM) representing ground elevations outside 
the main channel.  110 georeferenced cross-sections were surveyed between bank 
lines from just downstream of the Loup Power Canal Headworks to just upstream of 
the Union Pacific Railroad Bridge west of Columbus.  These surveyed cross-sections 
were combined with an existing hydraulic model extending from approximately one 
mile downstream of the Platte-Loup confluence to upstream of the Union Pacific 
Railroad Bridge west of Columbus.  These georeferenced cross-sections were overlain 
on a DEM and extended in ArcGIS to include potential overbank flow areas.  HEC-
GeoRAS was used to cut new cross-sections based on these extended cross-sections, 
and then the previous hydraulic model cross-sections were merged with the newly cut 
cross-sections to create a new geometry. 
The model geometry was then calibrated to match the latest rating curve at the Genoa 
gage with flows up to 3,000 cfs, in order to obtain an “n” value for the channel.  
Higher flows were then used to calibrate the overbank “n” values to the Genoa gage 
rating curve.  The calibrated model was then used to verify hydraulic parameters from 
the Sediment Transport study for open water conditions under the assumption of both 
Effective and Dominant Discharge for the current operating plan and assuming no 
flow diversion took place. 

4.3.1 Ice Formation and Freezeup Jam Formation 
A new geometry was created for each flow condition and ice information, listed 
below, was entered in each HEC-RAS cross section using the ice cover table feature.  
Ice was incorporated into the channels and not the overbanks.  Flows modeled 
included the 10-, 25-, 50-, 75-, and 90% by duration flows for the months of 
November, December, and January (typical months for ice cover to form). 

• Open water velocity < 1 ft/s; ice n = 0.008; ice thickness = 0.333 ft 

• Open water velocity 1 - 2.25 ft/s; ice n = 0.01; ice thickness = 0.333 ft 

• Open water velocity 2.25 – 5 ft/s; ice n = 0.015; ice thickness = 0.5ft (50% 
increase) 
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• Open water velocity > 5 ft/s; ice not included 
The geometry was rerun with ice.  Velocities were again evaluated at each cross 
section.  At cross sections where velocities were >5 ft/s, ice was removed.  Where 
velocities were <5 ft/s, ice was added.  The geometries were rerun again and 
velocities were evaluated. 
For a few cross sections, velocity results would jump above and below the 5 ft/s mark 
depending on the addition/removal of ice.  These cross sections were assigned no ice 
cover with the assumption that ice may form but cause an increase in velocity.  This 
increase will dissipate any accumulated ice. 
Once the ice characteristics were determined, the resulting ice thickness, roughness 
and cumulative volume were noted for each cross section.  This process was repeated 
for an ice thickness increased by 50%. 
Ice jam locations were identified using the ice jam feature in RAS.  The ice cover 
geometry was adjusted to allow jamming at all cross sections and was run with the 
10% December flow.  Ice thicknesses generated at each jam were noted and ice 
roughness values were determined for frazil freeze up jams.  The ice jam thicknesses 
were made permanent (jam thicknesses were not recalculated) and the new frazil ice 
roughness was copied into the ice cover table and was made fixed values.  The model 
was rerun. 
The ice jam and ice cover plans were compared and locations of the largest and most 
likely jams were identified based on available channel flow area, ice thickness, profile 
increase, change in channel geometry and constrictions and bends in the river.   

4.3.2 Ice Breakup and Breakup Jam Formation 
In order to compute ice breakup jam accurately, the volume of ice available for a jam 
must be known.  In order to estimate the volume of ice available, the HEC-RAS 
model was used to compute the volume of ice at a range of flows typical of the pre-
breakup period (10-, 25-, 50-, 75-, and 90% flows by duration for February, since 
most jams occur in either February or early March).  A new geometry was created for 
each February flow condition, and ice information was entered in each RAS cross 
section using the ice cover table feature.  A floating ice cover of 13-inches and 19.5-
inches was modeled for each of the February flow durations.  These ice thicknesses 
were chosen based on average AFDD and 1-standard deviation above average AFDD 
coupled with average “C” coefficient from the modified Stefan equation.  Ice was 
incorporated into the channels, and not the overbanks, for each cross section.  Default 
ice table values were used, and RAS calculated the ice roughness values.  Ice volumes 
for the model reach were compared for each flow.  Since the volumes did not differ 
significantly, only the 50% flow ice volumes were used for computation of the 
breakup ice jam. 
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New geometries were created to model the break up jams for each of the two ice 
cover thicknesses and for the flood frequency events, tabulated as follows:   

Event Current Operations No Flow Diversion 
50-Year 41,700 cfs 42,400 cfs 
20-Year 28,500 cfs 30,700 cfs 
10-Year 20,800 cfs 23,600 cfs 
5-Year 14,600 cfs 17,600 cfs 
2-Year 8,000 cfs 10,700 cfs 

 

An initial ice thickness was entered in the ice cover table at cross sections where jams 
are likely to form and sustain, as identified in previous modeling of ice jams from 
freeze-in ice.  At four identified locations, ice jams did not properly form.  The jam 
locations of concern were shifted upstream or downstream by one cross section which 
yielded a better fitting jam shape and size.  These newly identified cross sections were 
used as the starting location of the jam.  The extent of the jam to the upstream cross 
section was determined based on available ice from the analysis above; the volume 
was reduced by half to account for broken ice pieces that are pushed and lost onto the 
overbanks and for ice that melts during transport. 

4.4 DynaRICE Modeling 
The transport of ice floes is beyond the capability of a one-dimensional model such as 
HEC-RAS.  However, the two-dimensional DynaRICE ice-hydraulic numerical model 
has been successfully used to simulate ice transport through various channels and 
hydraulic structures as well as ice jam initiation.  The main objective of the dynamic 
ice modeling is to detect differences in ice formation and ice jamming processes with 
and without diversions into the power canal owing to significant geometry changes 
due to differences in sediment transport processes, should they exist.  Details of the 
DynaRICE modeling methodology are presented in Attachment E. 

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Results of the analysis presented in the previous section are described below. 

5.1 History of Flooding 
The following table shows the number of documented significant floods during the 
period of record.  The period from 1848-1893 does not have the necessary 
meteorological information for statistical analysis.  The statistical analyses used the 
period of 1893-1936 as the period of record before the beginning of District 
operations.     
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Table 5-1.  Documented Significant Ice Jam Floods Before and After 1937 

 Documented  
Ice Jam Floods 

Documented  
Runoff Floods 

1848-1936 (88 years)1 7 3 

1893-1936 (43 years)2 5 3 

1937-2010 (73 years) 5 3 

Notes: 
1 Inconsistent record before late 1800’s.  More undocumented events may have 

occurred between 1848 and late 1800’s. 
2 1893-1936 was used as period of record before construction of Canal. 
 

Both periods had years with high peak AFDD and other factors contributing to ice 
jams.  But since the beginning of the District’s operations, the probability of a 
significant ice jam appears to have remained the same or even decreased.  This 
decreased probability of ice jams cannot be credited to the District’s operations, but it 
does discount the idea the District’s operations have increased the frequency of 
documented ice jam floods.   
It is notable that in every year that a significant ice jam has occurred on the Loup 
River since the commencement of District operations, that significant ice jams have 
occurred on other Nebraska Rivers of similar characteristics, such as the Platte and/or 
Elkhorn River.  This tends to support the occurrence of ice jams as a natural process 
that occurs fairly predictably, given the right set of ice and meteorologic conditions 
preceding the ice event, irrespective of District operations. 
This review of flood history and frequency of occurrence does not conclusively prove, 
or disprove, a connection between District operations and ice jam occurrence or 
severity.  It is possible that the perception level of locals has changed over time; that 
is to say, an ice jam flood occurrence may not be considered notable by locals until 
the flooding reaches a certain threshold, and that threshold may differ among 
individuals and by location and may vary over time.  The perception level also tends 
to increase following a significant flood event, and tends to increase with increased 
awareness of a problem. 
Floodplain development may contribute to the severity of an individual ice jam flood; 
for instance, the 1993 flood event at Columbus may have been significantly higher 
due to the placement of the Whitetail residential development on the right overbank of 
the Loup as well as an increased height in the Highway 81 roadway perpendicular to 
flow on the right overbank.  However, it is sometimes easy to overlook local 
floodplain development, over which a local community may be able to exert some 
influence, and seek to place blame on other factors, which may be beyond the local 
community’s influence.  It is also possible that the construction of local flood 
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protection measures may protect communities and/or individuals from flooding that 
may have been considered significant previously, but is no longer considered 
significant due to the flood protection measures now in place.  Other information, 
such as USGS gage records, do not predate District operations, so it is very difficult to 
assess if District operations contribute to increasing (or decreasing) the severity of a 
particular jam. 

5.2 Analysis of Meteorologic Data 

5.2.1 Ice Thickness Computations 
Ice thickness calculations using the modified Stefan equation are based on an 
empirical coefficient, C, and the AFDD.  C is found using previous ice measurements 
in the modified Stefan’s equation and back-calculating to find a C value.  This study 
used available ice thickness and AFDD data to back-calculate C.  Most calculated C 
values ranged from 0.4-0.7, with an average of 0.56.  The calculated C values were 
reasonable when compared to standard values and known values for similar rivers in 
the region. 

5.2.2 Statistical Analysis of AFDD 
Analysis of the USGS stream gage stations for the Loup Power Canal and at Genoa 
gages were correlated with the onset of FDD and evaluated to determine the average 
AFDD upon which Canal operations had to be adjusted, allowing significantly more 
water to flow through the bypass reach.  On average, an AFDD value of 11 was 
reached before significant flows were bypassed (i.e. flows into the Canal were 
typically less than a few hundred cfs for a day or more).  This does not take into 
account short periods when flows may be bypassed for a few hours during a cold 
night prior to AFDD accumulating, but these short duration events have very little 
impact on the total volume of water passed into the bypass reach on a daily basis, and 
the volume of ice associated with such bypass flows is rather small compared to the 
ice production potential of the entire bypass reach.  It is likely that, prior to significant 
flow diversion through the bypass reach, that some shore ice starts to form in various 
reaches of the bypass reach; as the flows in the bypass reach increase, this shore ice is 
lifted and broken from shore, contributing a greater volume of ice in the bypass reach 
than would be expected if there had been a steady flow of water through the bypass 
reach.  However, this volume of shore ice is a rather small component of the total ice 
volume and should not contribute materially to increased stages or freezeup jams in 
the reach.  The annual AFDD required before Canal operations are altered to allow 
significant flow in the bypass channel are presented in Attachment A. 
Likewise, the flow records at the Loup Power Canal and at Genoa gages were 
examined to determine when Canal operations allowed a significant increase in flow 
back into the Canal, indicating a stable ice cover had formed in the bypass reach (or 
most of it) and especially upstream of the Canal, and these dates were correlated to 
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AFDD.  On average, the AFDD required to produce a stable ice cover in which frazil 
ice was no longer present at the Headworks was 108.  This is a typical value for many 
streams at which to form a stable ice cover, with little or no further frazil ice 
production.  It was noted in a number of years that weather conditions were such that 
the initial ice cover apparently either partially broke up or substantially melted, 
causing a new round of flows passing down the bypass reach, indicating further ice 
movement from upstream.  However, in such cases, only the initial freezeup of the 
river was considered, since movement of the ice upstream of the Headworks could in 
no way be attributed to the operation of the Canal.  The AFDD required for Canal 
operations to resume normal, or at least winter, operations are presented in 
Attachment A. 
Statistical analysis of the peak AFDD was compared to the documented history of 
Loup River ice jam floods.  Most ice jam flooding occurs when AFDD exceed 1,000.  
1,000 AFDD has a 20% chance of exceedance in any year.  70% of the documented 
significant ice jam floods since 1905 corresponded to above 1,000 AFDD at Genoa; 
however, ice jams have also occurred in years with average AFDD.  The Flood of 
1907 inundated much of southern Columbus and caused four fatalities.  This 
devastating ice jam formed after a winter with near average AFDD.  Similar trends 
were seen at Columbus and St. Paul.  A table showing yearly peak AFDD for all three 
sites is in Attachment C.  Statistical analysis of peak AFDD is available in 
Attachment A.   
A limited correlation can be drawn between ice jam flooding and high AFDD.  Years 
with high AFDD totals have an increased chance, but not certainty, of ice jam 
flooding.  Ice jams normally do not form with average to below average AFDD, but 
large floods have occurred in years with near average AFDD. 
Since the District’s operations began, no available data shows any relationship 
between ice jams forming with lower AFDD.   
Statistical analysis of the AFDD-21 was compared to the documented history of the 
Loup River ice jam floods.  60% of the documented significant floods since 1905 had 
AFDD-21 above the 50% chance of exceedance in any year.  At Genoa, there were 
only two occurrences, 1918 and 1893, with high AFDD and above 50 % probability 
AFDD-21where no flooding was documented.    Similar results were seen at St. Paul 
and Columbus.  While it appears larger AFDD-21 influence ice jam flooding, no direct 
correlation between ice jam flooding and AFDD-21 can be drawn.  No data shows 
changes in flood frequency correlated to AFDD-21 since 1937.  No trends between the 
District’s operations and floods correlated to AFDD-21 can be made.  Statistical 
analysis of AFDD-21 is shown in Attachment A. 
Statistical analysis of the AFDD+7 post peak AFDD seven day change was compared 
to the documented history of the Loup River ice jam floods in the study area.  70% of 
the documented floods had an AFDD+7 above the 50% chance of exceedance in any 
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year.  However, half the years with above 1000 peak AFDD and above average 
AFDD+7 experienced no flooding.   
The AFDD+7 has some correlation to ice jam flooding, but a direct correlation 
between ice jam flooding and AFDD+7 cannot be made.  No correlation between the 
effects of AFDD+7 and District operations can be made.  Statistical analyses of the 
AFDD+7 are shown in Attachment A. 
Years with high AFDD and above 50% probability AFDD-21 and AFDD+7 were also 
analyzed.  Of the seven years where all three of the events occurred at Genoa, 
significant ice jams were documented in 1905, 1910, 1912, and 1936.  1893, 1960 and 
1965 exceeded all three criteria, but no ice jam flooding was documented.  Similar 
results were seen at St. Paul and Columbus.  This specific analysis included years 
with peak AFDD values above 1,000.   
Statistical analysis of monthly change in AFDD was prepared for all three sites.  All 
significant ice jam flood years showed above average accumulation of AFDD, with 
one exception.  But no other trends were found between ice jam flooding and general 
monthly accumulation of AFDD.  All statistical analyses are available in Attachment 
A. 
There is a strong correlation between a peak in AFDD and Loup River discharge.  
Plotting discharges and AFDD at Genoa or Columbus shows increases in discharge as 
AFDD decline from a peak, which is to be expected.  An example of this is shown in 
the figure below.   
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A larger plot of Figure 2-1 is in Attachment D.  If AFDD peak twice in a season, the 
discharges often follow the same pattern, with one larger peak accompanied by a 
smaller peak.  The available moisture from accumulated snow cover and or recent 
rainfall is a large factor in the magnitude of the discharge.  A year with a large snow 
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cover will often cause a large peak in discharge after AFDD peak, even though an ice 
jam may or may not occur.   
Temperature, snow depth, snow accumulation and other data sets are available 
digitally in a .dss file format upon request.   

5.2.3 Temporal Trends in AFDD 
Trend analyses were performed on peak AFDD at all three sites, comparing all data 
sets to the period of record.  AFDD in any year is random.  A low AFDD year may be 
followed by a year with an exceptionally high AFDD.  None of the data sets showed 
an obvious trend over time when taken in aggregate.  Regression analysis showed a 
decrease in peak AFDD during the period of record, indicating a slight increase in 
overall temperatures.  But the R2 correlation coefficients associated with these trend 
lines were low, between 0.015-0.03.  The current trend line may show decreasing 
peak AFDD, but the low R2 values prove this trend is not a reliable indicator for 
future peak AFDD values.  All trend analyses are found in Attachment B. 
Thirty year peak AFDD averages were analyzed for each site.  At each location, the 
thirty year average changed based on the meteorological cycles occurring during the 
thirty year period.  All three sites had a period of high peak AFDD average followed 
by a period of lower peak AFDD average.  The peak AFDD 30 year averages are 
shown in the table below.  This trend of a moving average is likely to continue as 
meteorological cycles continue into the future.  Based on past data and the length of 
our current cycle, these sites are likely approaching a period of higher peak AFDD 
within the next ten years.  A plot of the 5, 10 and 30 year AFDD averages at 
Columbus is shown in the following figure:   
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Table 5-2.  Peak AFDD 30-Year Average 

 Genoa Columbus St. Paul 

1894 – 1923 822  853 - 

1924 – 1953 656 655 614 

1954 – 1983 831 872 809 

1984 – 2010 636 721 600 

Notes:   
No St. Paul data available before 1900.  Calculated 1st 30 yr. average beginning in 1924.   
The 1984-2010 average does not contain a full 30 year record. 
The highest peak AFDD 30 yr. average is bolded and the lowest peak AFDD 30 yr. average is 

underlined  
 

The preceding table shows the thirty year AFDD average at each site.  The analysis of 
five and ten year peak AFDD averages showed a trend of twenty-five to thirty-five 
year up and down cycles of AFDD.  The ten and five year averages show more detail 
than the thirty year average, but the cyclical trend is the same for all three averages.  
This cyclic trend was especially visible in the Columbus and Genoa data sets.  The St. 
Paul data set showed the cyclic trends, but not as visibly as the others.  St. Paul is at 
lower latitude than Columbus and Genoa, which may explain St. Paul’s slight 
variation from the cyclic trend.  The five, ten and thirty year averages for all three 
sites are a shown in Attachment B. 
Of the ten documented significant ice jam floods in the study area, 4 ice jam floods 
occurred during the high AFDD cycle of the 1890’s-1920’s.  These floods occurred 
before the construction of the Loup Power Canal.  During the second high AFDD 30 
cycle from the 1950’s-1980’s, 3 ice jam floods occurred.  These floods occurred after 
the construction of the Loup Power Canal.  Although changes have been made to the 
Loup River and its operations since 1937, the frequency of documented ice jam floods 
did not increase.  It does appear, however, that the frequency of ice jam flooding may 
be influenced by cyclic changes in climate.  Since these cyclic changes are multi-
decadal and for the most part genteel, with episodic exceptions, there may be a 
perception that other factors (i.e. the Loup Power District Canal) are to blame for a 
particular ice jam. 
Trend analyses were produced for AFDD monthly changes.  These analyses did not 
confirm an obvious trend over time.  Monthly change trend lines provided little 
evidence of any trends.  A site may have one monthly change that shows a slight 
AFDD change increase, while another month for the same site may show a slight 
decrease.  These correlation coefficient R2 values do not support any trends.  R2 
values for the monthly change analyses range from 0.03 to less than 0.001.  The 
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unpredictability of AFDD monthly changes is evidence that no trends in AFDD 
monthly changes.   
Another trend analyzed was the date of the maximum AFDD.  Generally, the date of 
maximum AFDD is a good precursor to determining when the river ice will begin to 
breakup, although in some years, most noticeably 1993, the breakup occurs prior to 
the maximum AFDD being achieved.  In order to compare the date, the Julian date 
(J.D.) of the water year (starting on October 1) of the maximum AFDD was computed 
for each year.  A plot of the data shows a trend towards the AFDD maximum value 
being reached on an earlier date; however, the correlation coefficient R2 values were 
very small, indicating no significant trend.  When the AFDDmax and Julian Date 
values are averaged by decade, the trends in average AFDD and Julian Date of 
AFDDmax show the same general cyclical trends; however, the standard deviations of 
the values do not.  The standard deviation of the AFDDmax does not deviate 
significantly with time, as should be expected, but the standard deviation of the Julian 
Date shows a pronounced increased during the 1990s and to a lesser extent during the 
2000s, as shown in the following table.  The cause of this pronounced variability in 
the Julian Date of AFDDmax is not readily apparent; however, it may indicate a more 
variable weather pattern with more sustained warming periods, generally occurring 
earlier, during the course of winter in the last twenty years.  All trend analyses are 
shown in Attachment B. 
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Table 5-3.  Trends in AFDDmax and Julian Date by Decade 

Decade 

Genoa Columbus St. Paul 

Ave. J.D. 
of 

AFDDmax 

St. Dev. 
of J.D. of 
AFDDmax 

Ave. 
AFDD 

St. 
Dev. of 
AFDD 

Ave. J.D. 
of 

AFDDmax 

St. Dev. 
of J.D. of 
AFDDmax 

Ave. 
AFDD 

St. Dev. 
of 

AFDD 

Ave. J.D. 
of 

AFDDmax 

St. Dev. 
of J.D. of 
AFDDmax 

Ave. 
AFDD 

St. Dev. 
of 

AFDD 

1890s 164 14.3 929 268 161 13.2 842 365 n/a n/a n/a n/a 

1900s 146 11.9 793 308 146 11.7 841 336 146 11.9 634 284 

1910s 157 14.3 875 389 158 11.5 987 412 157 14.3 803 331 

1920s 138 16.8 624 229 141 15.7 647 237 136 24.1 649 264 

1930s 144 16.6 668 436 143 16.0 641 418 138 21.6 626 393 

1940s 163 12.2 643 267 153 19.7 648 251 157 17.1 573 264 

1950s 151 18.0 682 250 147 17.1 662 248 141 21.0 671 252 

1960s 153 14.6 816 279 154 13.8 863 266 154 14.5 824 273 

1970s 147 14.9 967 398 147 14.1 1036 400 146 14.6 988 425 

1980s 141 14.5 704 329 142 15.6 759 329 142 15.6 759 329 

1990s 136 32.9 597 329 136 37.8 652 317 134 38.0 638 338 

2000s 141 22.0 628 313 149 15.5 766 335 139 23.6 539 261 
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Trend analyses were performed for the AFDD-21 and the AFDD+7 day change.  
Conflicting trends occurred at the different sites.  No obvious trends are visible.  
Trend lines showed a slight decrease in the AFDD-21 at all three locations, but the 
trend line’s R2 correlation coefficients were insignificant.  This slight decrease may be 
tied to, or be indicative of, the increased variability in when the AFDDmax is 
occurring.  However, it does not reinforce the presence of a trend.  All trend analyses 
are shown in Attachment B.  Temperature, snow depth, snow accumulation and other 
data sets are available digitally in a .dss file format upon request.   

5.2.4 Estimation of Ice Thickness for Historic Ice Jams 
Ice thickness calculations using the modified Stefan equation are based on an 
empirical coefficient, C, and the AFDD.  C is found using previous ice measurements 
in Stefan’s equation and back-calculating to find a C value.  This study used available 
ice thickness and AFDD data to back-calculate C.  Most calculated C values ranged 
from 0.4-0.7, with an average of 0.52.  The calculated C values were reasonable when 
compared to standard values and known values for similar rivers in the region.   
The possibility of unaccounted conditions affecting ice thickness estimates warranted 
the calculation of a range of thicknesses.  Ice thicknesses were calculated using C 
values of 0.4 and 0.6.  The estimated ice thicknesses for the documented ice jams are 
shown in the following table. 

Table 5-4.  Computed Range of Ice Thickness in Ice Jam Years 

Documented Ice Jam 
Floods 

Ice Thickness, 
inches  

(C = 0.4) 

Ice Thickness, 
inches  

(C=0.6) 

1905 14.5 21.6 

1907 10.9 16.4 

1910 13.7 20.5 

1911 15.0 22.5 

1936 15.6 23.4 

1948 11.6 17.3 

1960 13.6 20.4 

1969 13.9 20.8 

1971 11.6 17.4 

1993 13.2 19.81 

Note: 
1 Estimated ice thicknesses on 08 March 1993 were near 12”, 

approximately 1 week after peak AFDD 
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Ice thickness is a factor in ice jam floods, but there are many instances where thick ice 
did not cause documented ice jam flooding.  There have been twenty instances where 
+18” ice thicknesses were estimated, but no documented ice jam flooding occurred.  
No changes to ice thickness were estimated since the beginning of the District’s 
operations.  Unfortunately, there are no ice thickness measurements prior to 1937, 
other than estimation from a photo of the 1905 ice jam.  Without these pre-1937 
thickness measurements, the District’s operations affects, if any, on Loup River ice 
thickness cannot be determined using these methods.  Ice thickness estimates and 
measurements are both listed in Attachment C. 

5.2.5 Relationship Between Snow Cover and/or Rain and Ice Jams 
Ice jam flooding appears to occur on years with above 50% probability snow 
accumulations.  Of the ten documented significant ice jam floods since 1905, eight 
occurred in years with above a 50% probability snow accumulation.  Six of the ten 
documented ice jam floods occurred in years with above a 20% probability snow 
accumulation.   
The plots of snow depth and mean temperatures provided a clear view of when cold 
weather occurred and if snow cover was present.  Frigid temperatures can thicken and 
strengthen the ice, but if sufficient snow cover is present, even the coldest 
temperatures will only marginally affect the ice.   
Examples of ice insulation are evident in 2010 and 1979.  Both years had extremely 
cold temperatures through much of the winter.  But a thick snow cover was present 
during the sub zero temperatures, and both years failed to produce extensive ice jam 
flooding in the study area.  See below the plot of the 1979 snow depth and average 
daily temperature at Genoa. 
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A larger version of Figure 2-3 and a plot of the 2010 snow depth and mean 
temperature at Columbus are shown in Attachment D.   
Examples correlating cold temperatures and no snow cover to ice jams were not 
found.  Consistent snow depth data before the 1950’s was not available; hence a 
similar analysis could not be performed for earlier ice jams. 
Snow generally accumulates during the 21 day period prior to peak AFDD.  80% of 
the documented ice jams since 1905 had snow accumulation during the 21 day period 
prior to peak AFDD.  50% of the documented ice jams saw accumulations above 4” 
of snow during the 21 day period prior to peak AFDD.  Although snowfall during the 
21 day period before peak AFDD may be a factor in ice jam flooding, this snowfall is 
not the major cause. 
Rainfall was noted during only the 1941 and 1971 ice jam floods.  According to 
accounts in the Nance County Journal, the 1941 ice jam flooding was intensified by a 
1” rainfall runoff.  Most of the damage from this ice jam was in Fullerton, NE, 
upstream of the study area.  Over 1.5” of rain fell as an ice jam formed at Genoa.  The 
ice jam grew to five miles long and caused flooding from at least February 24th 
through March 6th.  With only two noted rainfall events affecting ice jam flooding, a 
clear relationship between ice jams and rainfall cannot be made.    However, it is 
widely accepted that rainfall-runoff events occurring concurrently with river ice 
breakup leads to an increased risk of damaging ice jams forming. 

5.3 HEC-RAS Modeling Results 

5.3.1 Ice Production and Freezeup Jams 
Nine jam locations within the reach were identified.  Jams were allowed to form 
specifically at these locations.  There were several potential locations for jams; however 
the available ice to form the jams was limited based on the ice thicknesses for the 4” 
floating ice cover plan.  Therefore, jam proximity was considered when identifying 
locations.  Once jam locations were selected, the size of the jam was adjusted so the jam’s 
ice volume was between 100% and 125% of the available floating ice between jam 
locations as computed in the ice cover plan.  If ice volume in a jam was >125%, 
thicknesses at the upstream end of the jam were manually reduced.  The 9 jam locations are 
shown graphically in Figure 12-4.  As expected, the no-diversion alternative produced 
higher stages due to the greater flow in the bypass reach.  This does not mean that Canal 
operations reduce the risk of flooding, but it does not appear that Canal operations have the 
detrimental effect that some have postulated.  Perhaps somewhat surprisingly, there was no 
difference between no-diversion and diversion flows in producing stretches of river where 
velocities are too great to sustain a stable ice cover (except via upstream progression of a 
downstream ice cover increasing dynamically from upstream ice transport).  These areas 
are shown graphically in Figure 12-5.  This indicates that regardless of Canal operation, 
there are certain reaches of river that can, in the right circumstances, produce significant 
volumes of frazil ice, which would materially impact the potential for ice jams to occur. 
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5.3.2 Ice Breakup and Breakup Jam Formation 
RAS calculated the thickness of the jam and corresponding ice roughness value, and 
default ice values were used.  The extent of each jam was adjusted until the approximate 
target volume of available ice was achieved.  In general, ice jam volumes ranged from 40-
60% of available ice, while the target volume was 50%.  In those instances where the 
volume fell outside that range, a smaller jam was allowed to form and floating ice cover 
was used for upstream cross sections to achieve a volume within the target range.  The 
eight likely breakup jam locations used in this analysis, with respect to the RAS model, are 
shown on Figure 12-6.  As expected, the no-diversion alternative produces higher stages 
due to the greater flow and increased volume of ice in the bypass reach.  It should be noted 
that the HEC-RAS model does not self-predict an ice jam downstream of the Highway 81 
bridge (without significant thickening of the downstream ice cover), as occurred in 1969 
and 1993, although other ice jam locations in the HEC-RAS model seem to correlate with 
historical accounts of various ice jams.  Rather, this location would have to be manually 
input to model an ice jam at this location.  This location was modeled in previous reports 
(USACE, April 1996) with HEC-2 and ICETHK; however, the jam location was manually 
input in that report as well.  Since this location has previously been modeled with the same 
geometry, it was not modeled for this report. 
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5.4 DynaRICE Modeling Results 
Results of the DynaRICE modeling efforts are presented in Attachment E. 

5.5 Summary and Conclusions 
A review of flood history shows that the occurrence of significant ice jam flooding 
has not increased since the Loup Power Canal commenced operations.  A lack of 
historical data precludes a similar comparison of minor ice-affected flooding; 
however, a thorough review of climatological data and use of hydraulic models does 
not show a difference in the occurrence of minor ice-affected flooding due to 
operation of the Power Canal.  Other factors, such as climatic variability and 
floodplain developments may lead to an increased flood risk during an ice jam; 
however, as these factors are often subtle over time, they may be overlooked as a 
cause of increased flood risk.  It is the opinion of the authors that the Loup Power 
Canal has not significantly changed the ice regime of the Loup River between the 
Headworks and its confluence with the Platte, nor has it increased the risk of 
significant ice jam flooding. 

6. STUDY VARIANCE 
The Study Plan Determination specified that the DynaRICE modeling effort would 
only be required “in those locations where significant geometry changes due to 
differences in sediment transport can be demonstrated under the no diversion or 
alternative operating condition.”  Owing to delays in obtaining various other study 
components and delays in obtaining cross-section data for the HEC-RAS model due 
to high water on the Loup River, it was decided to initiate the DynaRICE modeling 
effort prior to a determination of whether there were significant geometry changes due 
to differences in sediment transport.  This was done to allow initial DynaRICE efforts 
to begin, so that if a difference in sediment transport were demonstrated, the 
DynaRICE modeling effort would not delay production of this report.  Once it was 
conclusively determined that there were no significant geometry changes due to 
sediment transport, no further DynaRICE modeling was performed.  However, the 
results of the study to-date are presented as Attachment E of this report. 
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